A projection-based image registration algorithm and its application.
Proposed is a projection-based image registration technique where, by rearranging the projections of characteristic images, the image registration is implemented with two independent steps - rotation and translation, to perform the two-dimensional or three-dimensional rigid-body image registration addressing the head motion problem in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). For a 2D problem, the approach is based on a one-dimensional projection of a segmented two-dimensional characteristic image, in which the translation and rotation parameters are obtained with a one-dimensional cross-correlation-based estimator. This is then used to compute the cross-correlation between the projection of an image and a registration table that is created by rearranged projections of a selected two-dimensional image with various rotation angles. In this approach, the translation registration table may be created by rearranged projections of sub-voxel level two-dimensional images with various sub-voxel level parameters, and so it may be applied into a sub-voxel registration. Such an approach replaced the general multi-dimensional optimization procedure with a linear projection calculation and a finite cross-correlation with a registration table, thus the amount of computation is considerably reduced. The performance of this method was confirmed by simulation study different SNRs and applications to 2D and 3D actual functional MRI images.